NO SMUT!

Notre Dame
Student Committee
for Decency - in - print.

Webster

THREE TESTIMONIALS AMONG THOUSANDS:

"Rush 4,000 NO SMUT!" — Telegram from Van Antwerp Library, Detroit.

"We have taken this (flood of smut in print) up several times and will do so again, but I think any effective campaign must come from the people. It seems hopeless to advise these papers that they are jeopardizing the whole free press structure for a few pennies."—(Signed) Arthur T. Robb, editor of Editor and Publisher.

"What appealed to me is its straight-from-the-shoulder presentation and the man-to-man note it strikes ... you have given us something positive and constructive and we're due to get results... It is the best argument I know against the lukes-in-the-woods attitude toward rotten publications. So many of them argue, 'But, Father, I don't see anything wrong with them.' You have nailed that lie neatly."—Rev. Richard T. McGrath, St. John's, Newfoundland.

Address all orders to THE STUDENT COMMITTEE (not The Ave Maria) Notre Dame, Ind.

SUGGESTION: MAIL THIS TO SOMEONE WHO MIGHT BE INTERESTED.